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Modern Workplace
Transform workplace productivity with intelligent apps

Upgrading the employee desktop infrastructure can be too expensive and take 
too long. Simplifying desktop infrastructure via cloud services helps the business 
integrate old technology with new cloud services while continuing to run your 
business. Empower employees, enhance collaboration, and gain simple access to all 
your apps all within a single and secure solution.

What is a Modern Workplace?
We understand the transition to a modern workplace solution can be daunting. We can 
help you integrate Office 365, Enterprise Mobility and Security, and Windows 10 into your 
business while offering you ongoing support and managed care. Our modern workplace solution 
provides your business a single platform for chat, meetings, file sharing, and so much more—while 
offering unmatched security and seamless integration capabilities.

Our Solution
We set your business up for success with 
an up-to-date, secure, and easy-to-manage 
modern workplace solution that your 
employees can access with ease. We also 
help you step back and think holistically 
about your data, data protection, and 
security requirements.

Microsoft 365
Microsoft 365 combines best-
in-class productivity apps with 
intelligent cloud services to 
transform the way you work. 
Connected experiences improve 
productivity and integrated 
workflows transform how you 
manage your business.

Teams
Teams solves the problem of 
fragmented communication 
solutions and the lack of 
functionality across a multitude 
of devices. Most communications 
platforms are incredibly 
complicated, expensive, and 
unreliable—Teams is the answer.

Outlook
Work efficiently with email, 
calendar, contacts, tasks, and 
more—together in one place. Office 
365 integration lets you share 
attachments right from OneDrive, 
access contacts, schedule Teams 
meetings, and view LinkedIn 
profiles.

Enterprise Mobility & Security 
Today’s workforce is highly mobile and business is conducted from almost 
anywhere, at any time. For businesses to be competitive, they need their employees 
to be productive on-the-go while keeping company data secure. 

With the right modern workplace solution, users can work anywhere with complete 
access to their apps—like Microsoft Office 365—and the data they need to be 
productive. Deliver all of this while giving IT peace of mind with tools that help 
secure company data.

 



As part of the 110-year-old Hitachi Ltd. family, we uphold its legacy of quality, integrity, and excellence. This strong foundation allows us to build 
trust with our clients, attract the best and brightest people, and create a culture rich in innovation. Through industry-first cloud solutions, we 
help organizations everywhere to be better every day.
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The Business Problem
“I need a single solution for 
connecting, communicating, and 
collaborating across the business.”

Take Action
Modern Workplace Assessment

• Duration: 4-8 hours

• What to expect: Connect the vision 
of IT to that of the business user. 
Define your version of digital 
transformation by drawing from 
use cases of similar organizations 
achieving seamless collaboration.

Security Assessment

• Duration: 4-8 hours

• What to expect: A hands on 
experience that addresses your 
questions regarding cybersecurity, 
breaches, employee attacks, 
viruses, and global security 
management.

Collaboration Healthcheck

• Duration: 1 week

• What to expect: Understand how 
Outlook, Teams, and SharePoint 
can be easily implemented to 
increase user adoption and 
maximize ROI.

51% 
of businesses plan to create 

personalized employee experiences

3 in 10 
US employees say they have the 

tools to do their work right

87% 
of CIOs believe digitally empowering 

employees drives revenue growth

Opportunities to Modernize
 
Teams + Productivity 

More and more businesses are migrating from Skype for Business to Microsoft Teams 
to rapidly expedite collaboration. Administrators save time with one solution that is 
easy to setup and provide to new users. Teams drastically boosts employee and team 
productivity from any device, and on one platform.

• Teams is the single pane of glass in the enterprise for collaboration, content, and 
communication, and enables integration to many common services. 

• Reduce your on-prem footprint for email and collaboration by moving to O365. We 
handle deployment, customization, integration, and governance.

 
Intelligent Security 

Features like single sign on, conditional access, and self-service options enable you 
to provide consistent data protection on-prem and in the cloud, establish security 
controls, and gain visibility over all your devices and apps.

• Manage your BYOD or mobile workforce while keeping company data safe from 
phishing, malware, or company leaks

Monitoring + Security

Are you looking to move to the cloud but aren’t sure how to monitor it, scale it, control 
your costs, and keep your data safe? Cloud IaaS and PaaS services can typically lower 
operational costs by 20-30 percent, with security of cloud solutions demonstrably 
better than legacy on-prem strategies.
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